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Residence Dedication

It’s official! Cutting the ribbon, Louis H. Weinberg with his daughter, Stephanie and son, Joshua.

A

rainy day failed to dampen the spirits and enthusiasm of Board,

staff and friends who assembled on October 2nd for the dedication
of “The Lou Weinberg Residence” in Springfield Gardens.
Mr. Weinberg, a former Board Chairman has served as a contributing member
on numerous board committees at PSCH. Alan M. Weinstock, CEO, praised
Weinberg’s dedication and commitment over his 13-year tenure and reflected
that Lou represents the ‘best of volunteerism’. It’s a huge responsibility to
‘take on’ as a volunteer and we are so pleased to recognize Lou by naming
this residence in his honor.”
Jeffrey Finkle, current PSCH Board Chair, noted the dramatic changes that
have taken place and credited Weinberg with leading efforts that have helped
to reorganize PSCH, oversee its financial restructuring, and guide its growth
over the past several years. "We owe much to his leadership,” said Finkle.
“It was an honor to serve on the Board of PSCH because of the phenomenal
work we have been able to accomplish,” reflected Louis Weinberg. “I have
the deepest respect for the Board and executive staff, but most of all for
the direct care staff who deal day to day with the most disabled and
vulnerable individuals, helping them to live with greater dignity.”
The Weinberg residence, opened in 2014, is home to six consumers with
profounddevelopmental disabilities. Olivia Chester, Residence Manager,
noted, “Our compassionate and devoted staff helps to nourish each
resident’s body and spirit in a warm, safe and beautiful setting.”
Mr. Weinberg is Vice President and Counsel for Madison Commercial Real
Estate Services LLC and has more than 30 years’ experience in the insurance
industry. He was joined at the dedication by his wife, Ellen; daughter
Stephanie; son, Joshua and his mother, Claire Weinberg. We thank Lou
for his many years of service at PSCH and the many lives he has touched.

PSCH honors Louis H. Weinberg, retiring Board member. (L-R) Alan M. Weinstock, CEO; Kristina Romanzi,
Board member; Jeffrey E. Finkle, Chairman; Louis H. Weinberg, former Board member; Hiram Rothkrug,
former Board member, and Robert Hettenbach, President.
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